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The Michigan Arts Education Instruction and Assessment (MAEIA) project offers 
comprehensive resources to support educators in providing personalized curriculum 
and performance tasks which measure growth through authentic assessment. All 
children—especially those living in poverty—should be served by programs that meet 
research-supported standards for quality, including the arts. The breadth of the 
MAEIA assessment catalog and tools directly correlate to the cultural values of 
student populations as well as multi-cultural arts aesthetics and align with Michigan’s 
ESSA plan.

Data-Driven Arts and Authentic 
Assessment: How the MAEIA Project 
Supports the Whole Child

MDE School Improvement Conference
November 20, 2017
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Improve the quality of your arts 
education program

Monitor and improve student learning 
in the arts

Support professional practice and 
improve teacher effectiveness

Advance arts as a core element of 
public education

Purpose of MAEIA Project
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Supporting the Whole Child

Create Perform Respond
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maeia-artsednetwork.org/model-assessments

Tips
Selecting 

Assessments

for
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Performance Tasks 
Performance assessments carried 
out by individual students or small 
groups of students over time 
(days, weeks, months)

Performance Events  
Performance assessments that 
are administered “on-demand,” 
without any or just a brief amount 
of rehearsal time.

Types of Assessment Items
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Select a mix of . . .

Tips for Selecting Items

Together, these are the creative process.

&Tasks
Events

Create &Perform
Present

Respond
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Select the Tasks and Events that will logically 
fit into your existing curriculum and 
instructional plans.

You may modify the assessments to better fit 
your instruction (e.g., change the genre of the 
work of art used in the assessment). 

Tips for Selecting Items
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Select a small number of Events (1-3) and Tasks (1-2) to use 
throughout the school year (September–May). 

We suggest that items be used within one of 
three instructional cycles, to help you pace your use 
of the Events and Tasks.

Tips for Selecting Items

Fall SpringWinter
December 1 –
February 28

September 1 –
November 30

March 1 –
May 30



maeia-artsednetwork.org
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MAEIA Tools and Resources



Catalog page for each discipline
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Click on an item in the “Assessment Title” 
column of the catalogue to read an overview 
of the item and see other information about 
the item.



Overview of a Music Item
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Teacher and Student Booklets
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● MUSIC  M.T409 Make a Cover Song
https://maeia-artsednetwork.org/assessment/make-
a-cover-song/

● VISUAL ARTS  V.T101 All About Me—Self Portrait 
(Kindergarten)

https://maeia-artsednetwork.org/assessment/all-
about-me-self-portrait/

MAEIA Catalog—Let’s Browse!

https://maeia-artsednetwork.org/assessment/make-a-cover-song/
https://maeia-artsednetwork.org/assessment/all-about-me-self-portrait/


Teachers can also provide feedback 
about the assessments they use!
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The MAEIA assessments 
make you grow as a teacher 
and re-evaluate your 
instructional practices.”

Amy Pobanz, Art Teacher  
John Glenn High School
Bangor, MI

“
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Assessment Literacy

Best practices which support student and 
teacher growth

Clear and convincing evidence which share 
the story of a teacher’s success

Responsible Scoring and Reporting

MAEIA Modules and Videos available at www.maeia-artsednetwork.org

http://www.maeia-artsednet.org
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Challenges of scoring performance assessments:
● Cost 
● Logistics

Advantages of distributed scoring:
● Professional learning
● Active educators involved
● Increased reliability for educator
evaluation 

Collaborative Scoring System
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Will use existing collaborative scoring system (Assessment View) 
● Arts educators who volunteer will

● administer 1 or more MAEIA assessments
● upload student responses to the system
● score their own students in the system, and 
● score work from other teachers’ students

● Scores will be compared and a third where there are major 
discrepancies

● Reliable results at relatively low cost

2017-18 MAEIA Collaborative Scoring 
Pilot
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● Methods for document growth in 
student learning:

● pre-post same year 
● pre-post adjacent years 
● select exemplary work from available evidence 

● Educator Effectiveness (EE) Resources
● EE page outlines the steps for planning, implementing, and 

presenting evidence of effectiveness with supporting 
materials 

● Video resources address how to: 
● Select Assessments, Create an Assessment Plan
● Score and Report Student Growth the MAEIA Assessments
● Develop SLOs
● Share evidence = share the narrative of achievement
● Dispel the myths about best assessment practices

Demonstrating Educator Effectiveness 
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• Michigan Arts 
Education Assessment 
Specifications

• 350 Model Arts 
Assessments in Dance, 
Music, Theatre, Visual 
Arts

• Blueprint of a Quality 
Arts Education 
Program

• Research and 
Recommendations

• Arts Education 
Program Review Tool

MAEIA Resources

Program 
Improvement 

Promote Student 
Learning 



Student 
Access

Facilities and 
Resources

Policies and 
Accountability

Connections
Professional 
Learning and 
Instructional 

Support

Community 
and Cultural 

Collaborations

Program 
Planning, 

Review, and 
Improvement
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Seven Criteria 
of a Quality 

Arts Education 
Program
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PRT Online:  Sneak Preview
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● School improvement is 
driven by data.

● The MAEIA Program 
Review Tool provides 
you with data related 
to your arts program 
to help drive school 
improvement goals 
and strategies.

Why is the Arts Program Review Tool 
important?
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PRT Supports ESSA and Top 10 in 10

● 2018-19 - Arts Data in Building and District 
level Transparency Dashboards

● Comprehensive Needs Assessment > Arts PRT
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● Title I—improving basic programs operated by state 
and local educational agencies.

● Title II—preparing, training, and recruiting high-
quality teachers, principals, or other school leaders.

● Title III—language instruction for English learners and 
immigrant students.

● Title IV—21st century schools.

Connections to Title Funding (ESSA)
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● These grants to districts can help close the 
gap for well-rounded subjects including 
dance, media arts, music, theatre and the 
visual arts. 

● USDoE guidance specific to Title IVA can be 
found at the link below. (Oct. 2016)
http://www2.ed.gov/…/elsec/leg/essa/essa
ssaegrantguid102120…

Title IVA Funding/Grants

http://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/essa/essassaegrantguid10212016.pdf
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MAEIA Leadership Fellows Program 

• Funding from MCACA and MDE to support 
up to 8 Leadership Fellows and 15 
Associates

• Selection criteria: creativity, experience, 
and professional networks to maximize the 
opportunity 

• Blend of face to face and virtual, 
individual and small group professional 
learning opportunities 
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● Key Communicator Network
● Currently consists of 385 individuals
(includes founding partners)
● Communications Toolkit & guide sent 
August 2016

● MAEIA Newsletter 
● First issue February 2017 LINK
● 294 subscribers
● 389 partners and key communicators
● 600+ MAEIA community members 

● Media page at http://maeia-artsednetwork.org
● Archived newsletters and media stories
● Resources for editors/partners

Newsletters, Blogs, and 
Communications…oh my!

http://us13.campaign-archive2.com/?u=262e5989ded2b8b49dc2a0ba0&id=cbf1902093
http://maeia-artsednetwork.org/
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● MAEIA Blog LINK
● 28+ blogs now posted 
● Searchable by key word,
date, or author
● Contributors include:

● MAEIA Fellows
● Arts Educators
● Partners
● Teaching Artists

● New bloggers welcome! 

Newsletters, Blogs, and 
Communications…oh my!

https://maeia-artsednetwork.org/articles/
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● MAEIA PRT provides a 
comprehensive review of 
school/district arts education 
programs for improvement 
purposes

● MAEIA data points from the PRT 
can inform MDE’s Comprehensive 
Needs Assessment 

● MAEIA data points can also inform 
the arts education indicator in the 
new Accountability System and in 
the Michigan’s transparency 
dashboard 

Alignment of MAEIA Resources,
Michigan’s 10 in 10 Plan, and ESSA
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● Who is the MAC
● The mission of the MAC is to improve student learning 

and achievement through a system of coherent 
curriculum, balanced assessment, and effective 
instruction. We do this by collaboratively...
● Promoting assessment knowledge and practice.
● Providing professional learning.
● Producing and sharing assessment tools and resources.

● http://michiganassessmentconsortium.org/

● How are we structured
● What we do

MAC Overview

http://michiganassessmentconsortium.org/
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MAEIA Project
517-816-4520
maeia.artsed@gmail.com

Contact Us

mailto:maeia.artsed@gmail.com
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